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I'm "kep' in" for

means not aittin'

straight

I'm "kep, in" on my joggerfy,
My readin an' my writin',
An I'm "kep' in" some for laughln',
But I'm "kep" In" moat for flghtin'.
I'm "kep' In" when my marbles
Cornea rattlin' from my pockets,
An' sometimes when my matches
Gets mixed up with my rockets.
The truth is, 'at I'm "kep' In"
For most everything I do,
But one jolly thing about it,
Is, the teacher's "kep in" too!"

Attorney Fielder Talks Doming.
Attorney James S. Fielder was in
Silver City last Monday on business.
When asked about Doming, and the
chances of that place for securing the
National Fraternal Sanitarium, Mr.
Fielder said:
"I have now lived in Deming about
two years, and lived in Silver City
about sixteen years before going to
Deming. ' I formerly thought that Silver City was the only place in the
Territory, and moved to Deming, not
because I liked ihe place, but because
of its railroad facilities, and its location. I have now become reconciled to
Deming, and have grown to like the
place very much. I think Deming has
a good futura. I have substantial reasons for believing that we will have
another railroad to that place from
Colorado, which will be of vast benefit
to the town affording us cheap fuel,
and resulting in the erection of smelters
and manufacturing industries in and
near Deming. I also think that the
railroad that we now have intend to
make a division of Deming, and establish their machine shops, and the roundhouses there. We have an abundance of water neai the surface, and
as soon ss the National Fraternal Sanitarium is established at Deming, the
entire surrounding country will be devoted to agriculture: and the small
farmer will have a market at home for
The
his garden and other produce.
only question in the matter of successful farming in that section is the one
of raising the water to the surface economically; and this problem will be
successfully solved.
I have what I believe to be a good
substantial reason for thinking that the
National Fraternal Sanitarium will be
located at or near Deming; the pure
water will turn the scale in favor of
Deming; and result in that town's getting the institution.
Other places have something similar
in the way of sunshine, atmosphere, altitude, etc., to offer; but none of them
have so many favorable elements, with
the additional one of pure water, and
also fair railroad facilities to offer.
I am sure that Deming will get the
Sanitarium. I have lived in this section of the country about twenty years;
I have traveled all gaits; I have seen
all climates and weather; I have made
it hot for others, and sometimes they
have made it cold for me; I have had
all kinds of consumption, and verily believe I would have died, but for the fact
that just before I did die I took the
water cure at Deming, and thanks to the
Lord I am entirely well. I attribute it
all to the Deming water. I am a regular Dr. Sangrado on the subject of
the water cure. Ranches are now being taken up nearly every day near
Deming; a number of soldiers from Fort
Bayard are In that section locating
lands. Doming will get the Sanitarium, and will be big place, and the
Sanitarium at Deming will also be of
benefit to Silver City. -- Silver City
Enterprise. March 3rd.
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Which U Blht?
Mr. J. B. Grant, carpenter foreman
of the S. P. Co. says his daughter was
born Easter Sunday Aprij 25. 1836,
while a San Antonio, Texas correspondent of the El Taso Herald writes;
"The fact that Easter comes so late
2- 3- has created no
this year-A- pril
numerous references
and
little comment
have been made to authorities on the
question.
The last time Easter was so late
was In 1848, and it will not fall as late
as April 23 again until 2,000 A. D.,
ninety-fiv- e
years hence.

part of New

Mexico, soon becomes
purple or of an amethyst shade. Mr
W. S. Landis, of the Lehigh University,
has formulated the following theory
in respect to the matter:
"The glass is essentially a silicate of
calcium with potassium and sodium.
The silica used in making the glass
always contain? some iron, which tends
to give to the glass a yellow color. To
counteract this yellow color, the glass
manufacturers add a small amount of
manganese d'oxide. This manganese
is always present in the cheaper grade
of glass in considerable amount, and on
long exposure to the air and sunlight
forms a permanganate of sodium or
potassium, giving the corresponding
color to the gloss."
There are many things in connection
with the coloring of gloss in this vicinity that are not explained by the
above theory. A number of universities and chemical lubratories in the
United States and Canada, have endeavored to find the true explanation,
but so far have failed to do so.
-

Samples of nit Voice.
"This is a marvelous agewe live in,"
said a theatrical manager, "and Its
marvelousnesa was brought home to
me forcibly last week.
"I had written to a French tenor and
asked him what he would take to come
over here and sing next season. His
reply consisted of a letter and two cylinders.
"I will come for five hundred dollars
i week," the letter said, "and I forward in another package samples of
mv oice and of my acting."
The larger cylinder was a phonographic record of one of the man's solos. The smaller one whs a moving
picture film of him singing the solo.
"I took the two cylinders to a dealer,
and one we put in a phonograph, the
other in a moving iictm--'
machine.
Then we darkened the riom, and we
started the machine and the phonograph
simultaneously. By Jove, sir, the actor might have been present personally.
There he was on tho screen, walking
up and down the stage and gesticulating, aid there was his voice issuing
in sonorous notes from the big phonograph horn. I got from it as satisfactory an idea of the man's talent as I
could have got if he hud visited me."
An Old Theory Revived.
Prof. W. F. Osier, of New York, an
author of note, says a man's usefulness
ends at the age of forty, and that at
sixty he should be chloroformed and
laid away. He makes this statement
in his fifty-sixt- h
year, and when most
of his best literary work has been done
in the last fifteen years.
He must begin to look forward with
pleasant anticipations to his sixtieth
birthday family reunion, when his children will greet him with ahandkerchief
and a bottle of chloroform, and hold a
"wake" over what is left of him after
the anesthetic has done its work.
He will doubtless revise his belief
within the next four years. This is an
old theory, contended for many years
ago, but admitted by every sixty years
old advocate to be wrong in principle.
Other Opinions.
The Lordsburg Liberal has this

to offer
respecting the great Fraternal S. and
Leper. C :
"Many of the cities of the Territory
have been making great efforts to secure the location of the fraternal sanitarium, which is to be created for the
benefit of consumptives.
When it was
proposed to establish a leper colony in
the Territory the legislature immediately passed a resolution denouncing
the scheme.
Practically speaking,
consumption is as contagious as
and its victims are never so carefully quarantined. There would be less
danger to the citiiens of a town from a
leper colony than from a consumptive
sanitarium.
When the commission
which is looking for a sanitarium site
was in Deming one of the members asked a prominent citizen where he would
recommend the location of the sanitarium, providing It was brought to
Deming. The citlren advised Its loca-tioout in the country, as far away as
Socorro, and not nearer than San

Lament for Arizona From
Washington Post

SANITARIUM.

I'm "kep' In" when I'm "tardy,"
Many of our readers have observed
An' I'm "kep in," when I'm "late" that glass lying on the ground in this The Choice for Location
"poaition"-Th- at

A MHilftP

Lies

Be-

the

The Washington Post has the follow-in- g
to say regarding Arizona and State-

tween Albaqnerque and Doming.
(From the Morning Journal.)

hood:

Our heart goes out to Arizona, the
sunburnt Cinderella of the States. She
is ahowl from the Dragoons to the Mogollona and we sympathize with every
yelp. Arizona has clung long and tenaciously to the ragged edge between
State sovereignty and Territorial vassalage. She has sickened with deferred hope at the close of every session
of Congress for lo! these many years,
only to bob up at the beginning of each
new session with the smile that won't
come off. Expectant statesmen who in
the early 80's strutted in imaginary togas, have gone to their fathers. New
men, with their carpet-bag- s
bearing
the tags of outworn Eostern fields, displaced the ancient "Hassayampers."
They, too, became sunburned, battered
and obsolete. The sun carved the
crests of the storied hills Bgainst the
sky, the sand storm scowled and the
mirage smiled upon the basking Gila
monster, but Statehood lingered and
came not.
Imagine the stinging insult, then,
when the Senate not only denied hep
Statehood, but sliced off a portion of
her territory and gave it to Utah!
Arizona set up a howl that swept across
her deserts like the yelp of a coyote.
Yuma groaned, Tombstone creaked and
gibbered, the Chimehueyas smoked
and skipped like rams, and the air of
the Papagueria was full of imprecations. Thoughout the Territory volcanic speeches were emitted by yearning
statesmen, burning in the effigy of
eloquence the Senators who had mutilated the daughter of the Toltecs.
Everywhere was heard the instant response of the embittered citizens, their
trigger fingers working in unison in a
volley of objurgations.
It was Arizona's time to howl. But we warn the
skulking foes of Arizona that her day
will come, Let her be jeered at now,
and be called the broncho of the band;
let jejta and heartless indifference be
her portion for a while; yet, as surely
as the sun scorches the bald peak of
Bill Williams, Arizona will take her
place in the sisterhood. Now she howls,
but then she will leap with rejoicing.
We follow her zig-zi- g
fortunes with
breathless sympathy, and long for the
time when her Senators,
shall stalk down the aisle of the United
The list of titles and authors in the States Senate, and in the sizzling AriMarch Woman's Home Companion is zona vein shrivel her detractors into
an earnest of its contents: "The Freak the semblance of thirty cents.
Amusements of High Society," by
Hartley Davis; "The truth about food 'A Finnish baron, a man of wealth, and
adulteration," by Henry Irving Dodge. position in his own country, a graduate
of Fyberg University, and who has re"The Mokl Indian Snake-Danceby
ceived several degrees as minine engi
a woman who was an
to the
horrible ceremony. "Does gardening neer from several of the most famous
pay?" several pages of especially early schools of Europe, came to this country
to learn the practical part of the minEaster fashions; a great double-pag- e
picture Hhstrating the Inaugural Ball. ing business, went to Douglas, and has
The fiction includes "The King of been working there for months in the
Diamond;" "Martha and her Ameri- slopes at the hardest kind of labor.
He concealed his identity until ht had
can kitchen," a new serial by Marion
all
he wanted of mining work. He
Harland; "A home-mad- e
burglary,"
and a delightful child's story by Charles "letup," "let himself out" and went
Mcllvain. Altogether it is a spring to Cananea, not as an ordinary miner.
number rich in matter and illustrations. but as baron Aminoff, a noted mining
Published by The Crowell Pub. Co., engineer.
Springfield, Ohio; $1 per year; U-- cts
Smithfield, in Fulton Co.. III., is
a copy.
scourge stricken with smallpox in its
most virulent form. No trains stop at
Since reading how they get rid of
that station and no mail from there is
objectionable people In Russia the edreceived.
itor of the Trinidad Chronicle-New- s
says he is more than satisfied to stay
Lent this year will begin March the
right where he is.
8th. and will end April the 2ürd.

The National Fraternal Sanitarium
committee chosen by central bodies
representing practically every fraternal order in the United States, to examine sites in the southwestern states,
for the erection of a sanitarium to care
for 3,000 tubercular patients, reached
Kansas City, after eighteen days spent
in New Mexico, Arizona and Texas,
says the Kansas City Journal. During
that time fourteen cities and proffered
locations were visited. The committee
returned to St. Louis last night and
Mr. William R. Eidson, president of
the movement, stated that be would
shortly call a meeting of the board of
managers to receive the reports of the
committee and make a selection of the
site. Until this has been done nothing
will be announced as to the possible
location of the sanitarium.
Though all the places made liberal
offers in land and general assurances
of money bonuses, we will not permit
these things to sway us in the deciding.
The points that wiil be considered are
railroad facilities, water supply, temperature, altitude, precipitation, sand
siorms, wind, danger of malaria, etc.,
"At every place we were royally received and entertained. At Santa Fe
we met Governor Otero and the members of the New Mexican Territorial
council. They were all favorably disposed to our plan. Santa Fe and Las
Vegas both made generous offers, but
Albuquerque and Deming perhaps made
the most liberal, the first offering 5,000
acres of land, and the other a tract
three miles square.
"We consider that not only will the
building of this sanitarium be an act
that will immeasurably benefit humanity, but that it will prove a good business investment. This latter for this
reason: If members suffering with consumption i.,6 cujx ;hen the orders
will be saved the amount of their policies. Not only this, but the orders
will continue to derive assessments
from members who but for this aid
would have succumbed to the disease.
Fraternal societes in the United State?
paid out $10,000,000 last year on
Fort Stanton, the government
sanitarium for marines, reports 60 per
cent cured and 80 per cent benefitted."
pol-icie- s.

No. 3

Booming Mining Town.
Shandon, Sierra County, N. M., Mar.
8. Shandon is the name of the new
town laid out in Sierra county on the
Rio Grande above the mouth of Apache
canyon, and which is supported by the
placers here in the Caballo foothills
skirting the Rio Grande. These mines
yielded about $1,000 per month during
the past year, the Mexicans doing mwt
of the mining. There is now a decided
prospect for a change and these mines
should soon become splendid producers.
The Parker brothers, of El Paso, have
recently bought several hundred acres
of placers in the Trujillo gulch, andaré
installing hydraulic machinery for
ground sluicing. The anchor boats and
other appliances are completed and anchored in the Rio Grande a vailing the
arrival of the machinery. A six inch
pipe is being laid to the reservoir two
miles from the river and with the triplicate pump now being installed, water
enough can be thrown into the reservoir in 24 hours to furnish an eight hour
run. The plant should be in operation
by April 1.
Goss Bros., of Salt Lake City.Jhnve
leased and bonded the Silva property of
640 acres and wili operate it on an extensive scale. -- El Paso Herald.
Ore Office Enough.
B. Cortelyou, on assuming the
the office of Postmaster General todav.
announced that in a few days he will
retire from the chairmanship of the
Republican national committee.
He will 1 8uceeded by Harry S.
New, of Indianapolis, who will become
acting chairman.
George

On March 1st.., the Southern Paciffc
railroad company announced that it has
dropped sixteen thousand men from its
payroll, thus saving five thousand dollars per day in operating expenses.

The Salida Chronicle asks: "Is love
intoxicating?" whereupon the Mail replies that the "Chronicle ought to be
able to tell by this time whether intoxication is lovely or not."
There are about 1,000 persons in this
country who receive higher salaries
than the president of the United States;
but the editor of the Pitkin Miner denies that any one in his office is on the
list.
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Johnny Paw, what's the rest of
that quotation beginning, "Truth is
mighty?"

Father "Scarce,

'T8 sweet

I reckon."

to think
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raise
The price of wood so high
need it so,

Just when your people
Won't need much

Our New Location
Is in The

Kinsworthy Blocli,
(Opposite Post Office.)

star Where we will be pleased to book your order
for all grades of lumber
and material to build
your New House, --to

W. R. MERRILL.
PHONE

55.

THE DEMING
FACTORY

LOADED

POWDER

lep-rcu- sy

SMOKELESS

SHOTGUN

SHELLS

Good shells In your gun mean a good bag
the field or a good score at the trap.

In

Winchester

Leader" and "Repeater"
Smokeless Powder Shells are good shells.
Always sure-firalways giving an even
spread of shot and good penetration, their
great superiority is testified to by sports-me- n
who use Winchester Factory Loaded
Shells In preference to any other male.
e,
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Prescription Department.
Even if our readers have seen
Our condition and progress as
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full accounts in the daily papers a nation, our material prosperity,
THE
A. H. Thompson
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Washington on the 4th inst, the ers, and in a general way our
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Rheumatism and Other Blood Dla
ara Curad ty Dr. William'

SEA

DESCRIBED
CITY

Pink Pills.

but something like the mane of a
horse, or rather a hunch of seaweed,
washed about Its back."
Not long after this report wa published another report, that of the
master of the American brig Daphne,
stated that In twenty degrees of latitude further south a sea serpent had
been seen soon after It had been observed by the Daedalus.
A very different looking sea serpent
was reported by Captain W. II. Nelson, of the American ship Sacramento, In 1ST'. This animal was seen
In the north Atlantic, and resembled
from the drawings made by the mate
the ancient Ichthyosaurus.
About
forty feet of this specimen appeared
out of water, ami Its glrih was described as "about that of a Hour barrel."
One of the most extraordinary sea
serpent stories of modern times, ond
one which makes obi Olaus Magnus's
picture seem authentic, was that told
by Captain Drevor nnd his crew of

SERPENTS

BY MEN OF VERAAND 80BRIETY.

"In the lead mine I wait at work on my
k ii ooi with my elbows pressed against Photographs of

Curloua Momtert of
the Deep Scientific Man Diacuit
Form and Habits of 8ea 8erpents
Where Seen and When.

rock walls, in diminuí' nnd extreme o(
Mmiltcl, of 2073
poll!," said Mr. J.
Jackson avenue, I t buque, luwa, in describing his
to n reporter,'
"and it i not Huriisiii( tlmt I
rlieuiiiiitihiti.
Fur three yeurs I'
had attack iitTccting lliu joint of my
anklen, knee and elbow. My tinkle
and knot's licnune mo swollen I could
scarcely vnlk on uneven ground mid ft'
little M'eiui' from n stone under my
foot would cause tun o much JMiin that
would nearly Mink down. I was often
obliged to lie in bed for several days at n
tima. My friend who wcro similnriy
troubled were K''ttiiiK no relief front
doctors and I did not feel encouraged to
.

con-trnrt-

(Special Correspondence.)
There Is a popular tendency to Insist that sea serpents are only the
creatures of the humorists or of sailors with distorted Imaginations, but
the learned societies of the world
have lent a kindly enr to tales of
hese monsters of the seas, and while
modern zoologists express a belief In
"the great unknown." It Is expected
that photographic proof will soon be
added to the
number
of declarations of Its existence.
The latest learned society to practically admit the existence of the mys
terious leviathan is the French Academy of Sclenies. Al a recent meeting
the Academy dismissed the aubjeit.
owing to the presentation of testimony
of two French naval officers
who
claimed to have seen the monster.
The officers attempted to photograph
the serpent, hut had no success, and
the Academy, while not doubting tha'
the sea cerpent is n fact, did not feel
like putting Itself on record until
either a specimen Is (aptured or until
a photograph is produced In verifica-HonI

throw money away for nothing. l!y
clnini'C I read tin story of Robert Yate,
of the Khmer Manufacturing Co., of
Dubuque, who had n very had caso of
rheumatism. I decided to try Dr. William' Pink Pill for Pale People, the
remedy ho had used. In three or four
week after
to uso the pills, I
was muc h better and in threo mouth I
was well. The swelling of the joint
and the tenderness disnpncnrcd, I could
work xtendily and for eíglit years I have
had no return of the trouble. My whole
family believe iu Dr. Williams' Pinlc
I'm t h jny son
use them. Wo
Pills.
consider them a household romedy that
we are sure about."
What Dr.Willmm' Pink Pill did for
Mr. Meukel they are doing for hundreds
of others. Every dose send gnlloping
through the veins, pure, strong, rich, red
blood that strikes stmiKht nt the cnuso of
all ill health. The new blood restore
regularity, and bruces nil the organ for
their special tanks. (Jet the genuine Dr.
William' Pink Pill at your druggists'
or direct from the Dr. William Modiolus Co.. Bchcucctfldy, N.Y-

Problem of the 8upply Twenty Years
Hence a Serious One.
"Where the American people will
draw their supply of hardwood from in
19-3 or 1950 Is a perplexing question,"
auld William J. Tlsdulo of Hay City, to
the Milwaukee Free Press. "Walnut
bus practically disappeared from the
face of the earth, commercially speaking, nnd cuk, ash and cherry will go
the same way In another quarter or
half a ctntury. They are fust being
cut down and nothing U done to renew
the supply. The day I not far distant
when the world will look .to the vast
forest if Siberia, South America and
Africa for hardwood, and even this apparently limitless supply must some
day be exhausted. There I
a bit;
quantity there yet, as the manufacturing In those regions Is quite limited,
but when th' sawmills of America get
to work o them they can't survive
loug. There are many mills In Michigan and In other states (hat use up fifty
acres of lumber In one day and get
way with twenty-fivsquare miles cf
it in a Year. That Is fast work, and the
forests of this planet are limited. It is
estimated that In a few years, say four
or five, the supply of oak, ash, cherry
and niRhogany will be as completely
exhausted as la that of walnut at the
present time.
Unsettled countries
must then contribute their hardwood
freely to the furniture factories of
America, and oak or ash kitchen cabinets will lie unknown In the homes of
I'eople of moderate meons."
e

HONEST PHYSICiAN.
Works with Himself First.
It Is a mistake to assume that phy-- t
'clans are always skeptical as to the
curative properties of anything else
taan drugs.
Indeed, the best doctors are those
who seek to heal with as little use
cf drugs as possible and by the use
cf cowed food and drink. A physician writes from Calif, to tell how he
made a well man of himself with
Nature's remedy:
' "Before I came from Europe, where
I was born," he says. "It was my custom to take coffoe with milk (cafe au
ialt) with my morning meal, a small
cup (cafe nolr) after my dinner and
two or three additional small cups at
ray club during the evening.
"In time nervous symptoms developed, with pains in the cardiac region,
and accompanied by great depression
of spirits, despondency In brief, "the
blues!" I at first tried medicines,
but got no relief and at last realized
that all my troubles were caused by
coffee. I thereupon quit Its uso forthwith, substituting English Breakfast
Tea.
"The tea seemed to help me at first,
but In time the old distressing symptoms returned, and I quit It also, and
tried to use milk for my table beverage. This I waa compelled however
to abandon speedily, for, while it relieved the nervousness somewoat, It
'
rought on constipation. Then by a
'
appy Inspiration I was led to try tti
ostutn Food Coffee. This was some
sontos ago and I still use it. I am
. o longer
nervous, nor do I suffer
f out the palus about the heart, while
:iy 'blues' have left me and life Is
right to me once more. I know that
avlng.off coffee and using Postum
aled me, and I make It a rule to
i vise my patients to use It."
Name
ven by Postum Co., Battle Creek,
Ich.
V

Well Authenticated.

here's a reason.

Perhaps the only Joke that has
a longer term of popularity than
the allusions to the sea serpent and
the summer hotel I the
mother-in-laJoke, and that only because the mother-in-lahas been longer a recognized force lit the world.
However, there are at least a score'
occas snoHe
o
of
reports- of sea
serpents, and several species of the the bark Pauline. On July S. 1S7Ó,
genera Pelamys. Hydrophlcs and at 11 o'clock a. m., while the ship
Hat urns. Inhabiting the Pacific and was off Cape St. Hoque, northeast
Indian Oceans, that are true ocean corner of Hrall. the weather clear
snakes ami more or less venomous, and wind and sea moderate, captain
have been on exhibition in zoological and crew "observed some black spots
on the water and a whitish pillar,
gardens at tln.es.
about thirty-fivfeet high, above
The persistence
of Norwegian them.
claims for the sea serpent certainly
prove that gome Immense denizen of
Serpent Kills a Whale.
the deep must frequent the Scandi
"At first," he reported,- "I took It
navian coast. In 1817 the Zoologist,
all
to be breakers, as the sea was
a scientific journal, noted the appearplashing up fountain-likabout
ance of sea serpents that year In the
Norwegian fiords. The following year them, and the pillar a pinnacle rock
Captain Mcluhae. of il. M. S. Daedal- bleached with the sun; but the pillar!
fell with a splash and a similar one
us, made an official report to the Britrose. They rose and fell alternately
ish Admiralty describing a sea serpent observed by the officers
an. in quick succession, and good glasses
siioweii nie it was a monster sea sercrew of the warship.
pent celled twice nrouud a large
sperm whale. The head and tall
At Least Sixty Feet Long.
parts, each about thirty feet long.
This sea serpent was seen off the
were acting as levers, twisting Itself
southwest coast of Africa. The
mill vlptitll nrillttul
DPunt vnlnn.
was measuring the quarter deck
lly.
They sank out of sight about
aid the ship's company were at sup- every two minutes, coming to
the
per, but night had not yet fallen. The
surface still revolving, and the strugmonster was rapidly approaching the gles
of the whale and
two other
vessel before the beam. It was "an
whales
were near, frantic with
that
enormous serpent, with head and
excitement, made the sea In this
Bhoulders ' kept about four feet constantly above the surface of the sea. vicinity like a boiling cauldron.
"This strange occurrence lasted
and, as nearly as could be approximated by comparing It with the length some fiftien minutes, and finished
with the tull portion of the whale
of what the main topsail yard would
show In the water, there was at the being elevated straight In the air,
very least sixty feet of the animal a thn waving backward and forward
fleur dean, no portion of which was. and lashing the water furiously In
apparently, used In propelling it the last death struggle, when the
through the water, either by vertical whole body disappeared from our
view, going down head foremost to
o,' horizontal undulation."
The captain in his report adds: "It the bottom, where, no doubt, Il was
passed rapidly, but so close that, had gorged at the serpent's leisure. Then
two of the largest sperm whales that
Il been a man of my acquaintance,
I
slowly
should
have easily recognized his I have ever seen moved
features with the mil ed eye, ond It thence toward the vessel, their bodies
more than usually elevated out of
water, and not spouting or making
the least noise, but seeming (,uite
paralyzed with fear.
d

FJoturut fascjarus.
true
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Unqualified Success of Lydia E. Pinhham'a
Vegetable Compound tn Cases of Mrs. Fox

and

Miss-Adam- s.

One of the greatest triumphs of f.ydia
E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound is
the conquering of woman's dread
enemy, Tumor.
" wandering pnip.s'' may
come from Its early stages, or the presence of danger may hn made manifest
by excessive nicnstrtintion accompanied
by unusual pain extending from the
ovaries down the groin ami thighs.
If yon have mysterious pains, if there
are indications of inflammation ulceration or displacement, don't wait for
time to confirm your fears and go
through the horrors of a hospital operation; secure I.ydia K. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound right bwhv and begin
its use and write Mrs. Piuktuui of
Lynn. Mass., for advice.
Head these strong letters from grateful women who have been cured:
d

.

DISAPPEARS.

HARDWOOD

Tumors Conquered
Without Operations

--

1.

f'

:Ü
.

..

--

í

!

Monster Seen Off Brazil,
This monster serpent was said to
be about li'.O to 170 feet long and
between 7 nnd S feet In circumference. Five days later, In the same
latitude and about 8o miles off the
Brazil coast, the captain saw either
the same one or a Imitar monster.
This time the sea serpent elevated
Itself about CO feet above the water
and gazed calmly at the ship. The
captain In his report also stated that
a ship In the Indian Ocean, about
three years before this occurrence,
"was dragged over by some sea mon-

ster."

There are numerous like creditable
- - ', .
reports which might be added. Includc
ing that of the celebrated sea serpent
which In 1819 was seen off Nahant.
Curious nonoeonjmo
Hundreds of persons saw this monufiar
ster, and all along the beach parties
did not, either in approaching th? followed Its course for miles In
ship or after It had passed our wake, coaches, on horseback and running
deviate In the slightest degree from on foot. All New England was alive
Its course to the southwest, which It with the subject, and while It may
held on nt the pace of from twelve to be admitted that one person may be
fifteen miles an hour, apparently on easily deceived by the falseness of
some determined purpose. The diameyesight. It Is difficult to believe that
eter of the serpent Just behind the hundreds of persons would bo simi
hend was about fifteen
or sixteen larly deceived at tne same time. The
Inches.
The head was without doubt only proof which annears to be need.
that of a snake, and It waa never, ed to establish unqualifiedly the ex
during the twenty minutes that It con- istence or the sea seruent hovnnrt
tinued In sight of our glasses, once Of course, the ciDture of nn riaad
below the surface of the water; Its or alive Is photographic
evidence.
color, a dark brown, with yellowish ip to the present time that evideuei
lite about the throat. It had do fins, Is not in existence.
r-

aescfjJf2y Jr. rant

Another Case of Tumor Cured
by Lyillii II riokhum'H Vegetable Compound.
Mrs. I'inkhnm:
About three years ago I had

r

"

In my

lntinpaln

tonimh, with
ami racing
The
for ,
but Hading that I did not get any lietter t
piamined inu and. to my mirpnue, dtriaroi
I had a tumor in the uterus
"I felt "iiri'tlmt il meant invil"flth warrant,
and was very disheartened. 1 sient hundred
of dollars in doetoriug, but the tumor kepi
growing, till the
said that nothing but
au operation would mvo me. FortunaN-l- r I
eorrespouded with my aunt in the New
Statnt, who advised me to try Ly lia K.
riukha'u'a Vegetable CoiuHiund before submitting to an oiM.ration. and I at once Htartal
UUIng a regular treatment, tnding to my
relief that my general
began to
?rmt
and after three months I noticed
that the tumor had reduced in aie. I kept
on taking the Compound, and in ten month
it hint entirely diupieared without an operation, nnd tiling no medicine but I.ydia K.
I'inkhain't Vegetable CouiiNMind, and words
fail to exprés how grateful I am for the good
it ha done in.'" Mis I.uella Adama, Colon-nad- a
lio.idai-lies-

.

des-to- r

m-t-

pre-rile-

dis-to- r

Kng-an-

d

(First l'ttir.)
Dear Mrs. Plnkbnm:
"In looking owr your hook I t M vour
nusllrine ciinn Tumor of th'i L'terut. I have
tm-to a d'ietnr and be tells nei I hsv a tumor. I will Iw mora tlinn grnU-fu- l
if
can help m, m I do o drmd an osr:itiin "
KaniUH U. Kox, 7
St., Bradford, 1'a.
Dear Mrs. Plnkham:
(Second Letter.)
"I take the liberty to congratulate yiut on
the auoeeM I have had with your wondurful
mallei nn.
"Eighteen months ago mv monthlies
i lotol, .Seattle, Wash.
stopped.
Shortly after I felt so" badly! mle
Such
mitted to a thorough eTiitninnti-by a phv-ii- '
unquestionable
testimony
iiin. and wm tld tlmt 1 ha I a tumor on proves the value of I.ydia E. Pinkham's
tli utc-iand would have to undergo an Vegetable Compound, and should give

yt

ut

1

0(Hrntli hi.

"

oon after read one of your advortlxe-rnent- a
ami divided to Kjv Lydia K.
'
I Vegetable Coii1iiiii I á trial. After
caking tlvo bottli-- ai dir.vted, tha tumor in
entirely gone. 1 have again Ixx-- examined
Lydla E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound
I

I'ink-ham-

s

I

cap-led-

by the pliyuirlan and he wiyi I have nn nigra
of a tin nor now. It luu alwi brought my
montlili. around oncu morn: and I am
entirely well. I shall never I wltbout a lt-ti- e
of f.T'lia rinkham'i Vegetable fotnioiiiil
iu the houw." Fannie I). Fox, liradford, Pa.

confidence and hope to every sick
woman.
Mrs. P'mkham Invites all ailing
women to write to lierat Lynn, Mass.,
for advice.
i a Woman's Remedy for Woman's Ills.

S25.00

ONLY

TO CALIFORNIA
FROM

DENVER,

SPRINGS

COLORADO

PUEBLO

AND

Tickets on sale dá'ly Sept. 15th to Oct. 31st.
Good In chair cars, tourist sleepers or coaches.
Tourist sleeper to California without change,
ing Denver daily at 8 p. m.
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Write J. P. HALL, Gen. Agt.
Denver, Colorado.
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FOR COW OWNERS
The mechanical Cream Separator has
become a vital feature of every home
dairy justas of every butter factory.
Its use means much more and much
better cream and butter, as well as
saving of water, ice, time and room.
The difference in results is not small
but big. Few cows now pay without a
separator. Dairying ia the moat profit
able kind of farming with one.
of the creamery butter of the
world la now made with De Laval
machines, and there ara over 600,100
farm users besides.
Send for catalogue and name of nearest
local agent.
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DEMINO,

Beware of using conscience
mere expedient.

as a

Dust Catchers In Berlin.
Health officials of Berlin have been
Bussla does not pay a single kopeck
experimenting with a curious looking
much less a single kobushel.
device to ascertain if the street dust
contains microbes calculated to spread
It Is too late to try to establish
ti Inches by 10 feet
Infectious diseases among the rest back room 9 feet
quarantine against the Taggart trial
dents. The apparatus, which is af- 6 Inches, with a commodious closet
off, with a staircase from the first
Oyama ran go back home and work fixed to pillars in the most frequented
streets,
top,
looks
chimney
a
like
tin
at the trade of being a grand old mtui.
.
with a
opening at the
top.
MaJ. Taggart must have been alIt Is watched all day long by one of
most as pleasant to live with as a mad
the street cleaners, who climbs up
dog.
and claps on a cover whenever there
The automobiles have come In time is the least possibility of rain falling.
The dust arrested by the scoop ns
to make
letter of the Malthus-ii.- it ia driven
past in the atmtwpherc
law.
falls on to a specially prepared glass
which is renewed at stated In- As likely as not "The System" is ple,
to blarue for the loss of Tom Lawson'a
Fig. 1.
17,000 bull pup.
floor, while upstairs are two chambers, respectively 13 by 13 feet and
A
9 feet 6 Inches by 10 feet 6 Inches.
Boston critic says "Austin's
T'cfnig arc getilng worse." Then the
A $300
Addition
The plan proend Is Uut far off.
vides for a further
addition when
necessity for enlargement of the
Now the Japunteo soldier boys ran
house arises and the financial condigo home and stand around where the
tion of the owner permits. This audifir! can a Imire Them.
tion will be 1C by 2S feet, providing on
the first floor a living room aud
After the rock-- t
ncason is
oxer the thought
season
vxi.l open in the northern woods.

ml

he-bo-

American flour ha been hit by the
boycott. If the Chinese prefer rats to
gixid bread let them go their way.
New York ha? n bigamist who got
married seven iltr.es in seven days.
Evldeutly he didn't jo much on honey-u.o- t

stay there.

The Kscorial has no counterpart In
It
any other country In Christendom.
was built by a religions zealot, Phillip
II, and combines a church, a monastery, a tomb house, and a palace. Its
architecture is stern and forbidding,
and its location une of the most Inhospitable In Spain. It stands
GROW PECANS IN TEXAS.
feet above sea level on the side of a
,
barren mountain, facing a high
about thirty milts from Madrid. Expert Says the Land Is Admirably
Adapted to Culture.
In summer the winds here carry dust
The development of the pec in in
and heat. detr ying vegetation. In
In vest Ti xas Is urged by many
bowl down from
xxlnter xviiil bla-t- s
the snowcapped peaks an the icy familiar with the great fturr.s hat
hills, ami make the place uninhabitcan be had from the planting ot 'he
able to all but the robust. Worse cli- rut, says the St. l.ouis PostT'!s.a:ci.
The tne xx ill grow with very I. fie
matic condition cantie. be found anywhere in tbo country.
cult ix at itn and xxill bear f '.' n .my
Tbe situation for the
suited xtars. ar.d txjerts say that n nop
the taste f Phillip, who wMied to re- yields a bitt.r leturn. opecullx ;.
tire from his court to devote himself the land ton!. be utilized fir oler
rro s i'.uriiii! the time the pvat
to a life ef nligiotis pen.mce and
i
No phase of iia'ure was tt;o win- comir.g to maturity.
II. A llalbert, an expert cn
ati
severe to overmatch the mood of the
kiiit. and he gave the order to build culture, sax a:
"As a rough tsiima'e we w ,:i!,l .:
the Kscorial against the judgment if
architects and his adxicr tf the that the aie.i of land In Texas m
xxhii li he pean xx III thrive xxl'.l.o j
court. Woik on the building xvas
PtrU
I
April 21!. l.'.C. It xis completed
TI
erowt'lim is 2o, ot u.t ml acres
in !."! I. Its name was d livid from
area will grow half a billion
t scoriae, the dross of iron mints, still
r
trees. At a lmv estimate tif $."
found in the neighborhood.
tree as an actual Income the total annual value would bu $2.3i 'i,iloii,
na i
This. In peiurds, would be 50,'ioo.e
kitchen, and on the second floor a bed Scene of King's Death.
Phillip took up bis residence in the 'tin or, 1.2.".o,ooii carloads enough 't
chamber. The kitchen will be 11 ly
K'carial two, year
fore it was finstii ply the world and in a few jeaf
11 feet 6 Inches,
with a pantry aid
ished, and here he tcinained for four- - to absorb Its wealth. This estima
stairway to cellar. The walls of tie
main building are 14
and those
of the addition 12 feet, the lower ceiling of the bed chan.be r over the living room proving no st.rlor.3 tiltil-men.f.
In so large a room
The Louse,
as completed, should have also a
porch 8 by l(i feet,
enough to
Vi. :
fst
.' ' t
prove not only an uit.m.ci.t, but a
i
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Ills."

After it hits Urn domesticated for
a few generation!) perhaps the
will Uaiu how to conduct i;s.!f
in captivity.
auto-mobil- e

Myra Kelly, author

of

"Utile

CHI-?-

a

ns," has announced her nii'.rriage.
'J'he serond edition of her story ought
to be true to life.
It will J,o Interesting to the patrons
free lurca counters to read that
Chicago ha W:
unlivensed dogs
marked for slaughter.

tf

The Washington Post says romemon
show their philanthropy under the
guise of playing poker. Don't belitxe
:t; wo are from .Missouri.
Diamonds have inonased "o per
ren in value during ihe last fen
: ears, according to an expert
unless
jc.il waut to seil yours.
Probably Charles Pickens, who
wrote so lovingly of crickets, never
hfended a picnic that was broken
tip hy uii overwhelming visitation of
them.
Some of the haughty princes who
l.axe been refusing the Norwegian
erowr. in public have been breaking
their r.ecks in private to be first to
t

No sight
complete without a visit to the
corlal, the Pantheon of the country,
or royal place of entombment. In
which lie buried all the princes of
Spain who have died In the past Htm
years. It is said to be Ihe gloomiest
building in the world, as it is ene f
the largest. Theopile f.aut'ur advises
lio thinks himself unhappy
any one
to go to the Escorial for a brief visit;
it xx 111 make him content with his lot
to reflect that lie does not haxe to

y

7?

d

villi

g'

rapidly fell Into decay, and a fC(
yea" withjut care rented to dest.vy
more, In that bitter climate, than t0
centuries had done before. In lj(
the government made repairs, n,
since then the place has been kept
from rapid decay by sparing expendí,
tures.
Considered architecturally, the
corlal Is an Imposing If not a beautiIts construction is said
ful building.
It coven
lo have cost $30,000,000.
more than twelve acres, and is in the
form of a parallelogram, 74 4 by ;fa
feet. It Is built chiefly In the lorie
order. It has 11,000 windows. Its n.
terlor has sixteen courts, fifteen rlob
staircases and eighty,
ters. eighty-sieight fountains. Its main hall l ?,:o
feet long by 2"' wide, and its church
of the same dimensions, and l!2u feet
high to the top of the cupola.
The main entrance of the bnihllng,
through which only royalty, alive or
dead, may pass, Is on the west. te- ing the sierras. On the north a subterranean passage 180 feet long, it)
feet high and T feet broad wa tunneled through the aolld rock in I "a,
by the monks, to afford a covered way
for the king to pass to the xillate
xx It bout
being exposed to the incle.
ment weather.
To Spaniards the Escorial U known
as "the eighth wonder rt the w.uld."

SPAIN

Farm House of Moderate Cost.
ROYAL PLACE OF ENTOMBMENT
The following plans provide In each
MOST GLOOMY BUILOING.
eaie for an inexfensive main building
enlargemect
capable of considerable
and development without the undoing Caulicr Advises the Unhappy to Co
or alferatlon of practically any of the
to Escorial, and by Contrast be
original work and the gradual erecArchitecCured of Hypochondria
tion of a convenient and commodious
Stem.
and
Forbidding
ture
home:
The plan (Figs. 1,
A $600 House.
2 and 3), provides a main building
(Special Correspondence.)
with a living room 15 by 13 feet, a
seeing tour of Spain Is

AND

scoop-shape-

OF

ESCORIAL

BUILDING.

FOR

HINTS

It.

While it is all right to swim the
English channel If you choose to do
so. the average man would prefer to
saxe his money and buy a steamer
ticket.
Somebody Is sure to say that from
a diplomatic standpoint the Japs were
so we may as well start
It along.

Gambling is dead In Chicago, according to Chief Collins. However, it
will be Just es well for the chief to
sit up with the corpse for the rest cf
his term.

'

Dust Catching Machine.
tervals. The used plate Is immediate-- ,
ly placed In an
t
box and taken
to the laboratory of the city's sanitary
specialists. There It Is examined and
a record kept of the roture of the
dust found on it.
From the materlnl thus collected
the authorities hope to be able to
judge whether Infectious diseases are
disseminated by means of the dust
blown up from crowded streets.
air-tigh-

I

t

Rust Spots.
It Is not hard to take out rust spots.
A little salt, lemon and sunshine will
do the work; but It saves time and
labor to prevent them. A prolific
source of these blemishes on white
and other light colored tub gowns Is
hooks and eyes. These fastenings, If
made of the usual metal, must be
removed before the gown Is sent to
the laundry: otherwise it will be
sprinkled with rust spots. Even japanned hooks and eyes cause the
sami disaster: and they not only
rust the gown they are on. but every
othn article with which they come
in ea.itact In the laundry process. Besides taking them off and replacing
them before each wearing is an Impossible slavery. All this can be
avoided by using hooks and eyes
mad of brass. These will not stain
the fairest gown, even when subjected to repeated launderlngs.
There
are also In the market snap fastenings of several different styles, but all
made of aluminum, either in natural
color or japanned. These, also, are
.
Dressmakers and tailors
dislike to use them, because they are
hard to sew on. having to be secured
In four different places; but once on
they are firm and have the merit of
not staining the gown.
anti-rust-

To Win In Life.
Do we not pay so much attention
"Pawpaws arc ripe," says the In- to mere material success that we ex- dianapolis Nexxs, "but cheer up; ycu elude from mind and heart other
don't have to eat 'em." The lover of thingn more precious? I am anxloui
pawpaws, however, always feels a (says Albert J. Beverldge) that every
thrill ef pity for anybody who doesn't young man should win In all the conlike 'em.
flicts of life win In college and In
business but I am even more anxious
If a man blows up his neighbor with that through all of his triumphs he
dynamite he Is called an asauasin. But should grow ever broader, sweeter
there are women who blow up their and more kindly. After all, we are
husbands, regularly, aud for the most human beings. We do not want to be
trivial causen, yet nobody ever snys a mere machines of success, do we?
word about It.
That is carrying our mechanical age
a little too far. We want to keep that
Soi.te American husbands are in- within us which makes our victory
clined Id envy the German officer who worth having after we have won it.
got only seventy-fivedays in prison What matter your mountains of
for getting married. In this, country wealth, or your network of political
the tentenco is usually longer, despite power, or those secrets which, In your
the divorce courts.
laboratory, you have wrung from Ns

.
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of your old

i
i

tbe grocery drummer.
"1 reckon he's what yew might call
a old resident," rejoined the village
merchant, "but be ain't no old set-leHe'e beln'
me for nigh
onti thirty years."
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milk room, tc.
An equally
feasible enlargement
could be obtained by extending the,
main building 12 feet back.
This
woultl give the room
already
off the kitchen and a chamber
of eqiml size above, to be reached by
providing a short stairway leading up
Irom the first landing of the original
staircase. The window In the back
loom on the first floor Is placed In the
side wall to allow of just such an
extension. Two chimneys built from
the grour.d permit of heating every
room except the last two suggested
and should that addition be antlcl-tatewhen the original structure Is
etected In an additional flue for that
jurpose could be added to the large
chimney in the living room, the extra
flew to project Into the
coiner of tbe
e

Higglns

"I can't afford It because
75 cents a day when I

get

work."
Dlggsb- y-' But that
why

you should

''ays.''
Hlggins-"i

dot't

I

Oh.

work

I

Is Just

get

the
n

don't know.

donf

lose much.

'

The Throne Room.

great convenience during the warmer
portion of the year.
Possible Enlargement. Should additional room ever be required, one or
two bedrooms can be. added to the
right of the kitchen. A simple extension similar to the kitchen across the
back of the main building, would
Rive a room opening off the kitchen
11 by 13 f et, which might be used as
a bedroom or divided Into store room,
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settlers. Isn't be?" said
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aturewhat matter all, and everything
It certainly would be a great Herni- that the world calls "success," if the
ation to sit down to dinner with n human quality has been dried up in kitchen.
roast whale adorning the table and you?
navo tbo boat ask if he would hare
Idleness Justified.
a piece of the left fin cr a chunk ofl
Somewhat Different.
Dlggsby- -"!
donf see how yon can
corner.
northwest
tbe
"I suppose that old chap, with the afford to lose so much of the
time."
long white whiskers over

Aa eastern woman who was making H collection of husbands and was
topped in her career when abo bad
collected only eight or ton will have
reason to think. In tbe light ot recent
evenu, that she hat been discriminated against most unjustly.

l

rea-

more
When

Sei"

teen years, half king, half monk. He
was a patron of the arts, and filled the
place with treasures by the painters,
sculptors and
in Kurope.
He was also an aggressive administrator, and boasted that he ruled two
worlds from tbe side of a mountain.
Surrounded by nie nks, he devoted
much of h's lime to penances and
prayer, and here In the year l.V.tK he
died a horrible death. In a little
apartment over an altar, whe re',
tortured In mind with reunirse for his
perseeutleins, ike supposed merits of

Is made upon a basis of the low aver
age rate In price and bearing qua):
ties of the Texas wild pecan.
Sup
peise this area was planted In the Improved soft shell varieties and the nr
Ing price obtained for them, these fi
lire
would be greatly augmented.
"What are the actual fact, approximately, of the area covered by th
wild pecans in Texas? We would
estimate- - it at about .loo square mil-- .
or 32,1'tiu acres. From this area a:
gathe
ard shipped the best bearing
years. In eat load lots, about 700 can.
his life, ami In body by vermin, he ,,r 3lM
'
pounds.
The quantity
breathed his Inst lu Indescribable filth shipped by express
nnd consumed at
after
days without attendtome by man and beast will male'
ance.
pon n ih:.
"""'".
This quantity t.t
His body He'? In the royal
five cents a
should be worth
called In sinister Spanish fash-Ion- , the
state 2,i'0u,ootl. But prices are
"the place of putrefaction." generally low
on these bumper crops
Around him lie tbe kings and queens and
perhaps It actually brings only
who have reigned and died in Spain
$l.eoi',iim to the state. In ci.v oplr- since his time.
Ion nothing could be cultivated nmr I
Many of tbe chambers In the Es!
profitably."
corial are finely decorated with marbles, carved woods ami frescoes
it
Baseball in the Bible.
contains a great number of statues
Johnson you say that you knows
and many paintings, but the best of
about the Hlble?
Well, what's In It
the collection are now In Madrid. The
large library contains valuable manu- about baseball, do yer kn)ws?
Walters-W- hy
de ain't nuffln' In the
scripts and books, themgh It has been
nible 'bout baseball.
much depleted by wars and theft.
Johnson ley certainly am. Didn't
The Escorial
Is merely a Noah put
the dove out on a long fly?
shell dedicated to the past.
The
monks have long since left It, for
Still Goes to Flrea.
Spain has banished the religious
orThe marquis of Downshlre
ders from her borders, and all
their among the members of tbe Woklnl
community houses are empty.
The
quarters of the monastery are now ham fire brigade when band enulntw
were In vogue. He still responds lo J
used as a seminary for young men.
. .
.. .
on, I....
me i..II
uui uiueiiy orives tne fire e
glne.
Great Structure Decaying.
The Escorial suffered Its
first deKing of Btlgtans.
spoliation from the French
soldiery
The king of tbe Belgians nuket
.
In 1808. wh.n ii
one appearance at public warand many of its richest
hip In the course of tbe year. Th f
oriaments
were carried off.
After the monk,
on the day which commemoratti (
were driven from It
tie buildings
btix-lik- e

re--

fifty-thre-

loiwb-hous-
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VALUE OP SALT IN FOOD.
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and Retain the Priceless Posses- - J
X
sion of Good Health

Haa Distinct Benefit Apart from Ita
Flavoring Powers.
Salt la perhapa the commonest condiment of all and yet man practically
stands alone among animals as a
regular consumer of It In the more or
resn pure state and as a definite adjunct to his food. Salt Is present In
most foods, but the amount In the
majority of cases would not appear
to satisfy man's needs or he would
not Instinctively add more. Moreover,
salt may not necessarily exist In the
free state of foods of natural origin,
but may be loosely combined with orThere can be litganic constituents.
tle doubt that salt plays a greater part
than that of a mere condiment In the
body, for It possesses solvent powers
which, besides "drawing out" the flavor of food, facilitate the absorption
of protelds and thus
; more particularly
The
tissue metalbollsm.
Inciense
pleasures of feeding would bo very
decidedly diminished If salt and condiments were banished from our table3.
It Is noteworthy, moreover, that
among condiments, most of them,
while flavoring the digestive processes, nre antiseptic, so that their action
tends to counteract any disposition
to undesirable fermentation.

Hia Reason.
One of the witnesses called In a Cbi
ago divorce case last year was a
alghly respected clergyman In the
Windy City, says Harper's Weekly.
According to one of the counsel In the
?ase the following conversation iook
place between the Judge and the min
ster. Said his honor:
"Dr. Blank, If you were on the bench
n mv stead, and were acquainted with
ill the circumstances of this case,
would you grant this divorce?"
"Assuredly I would, your nonor. replied the clergyman, without the least
Hesitation.
"But." said the Judge, "how do you
reconcile this assertion with the in- lunctlon of Scripture, 'Whom God hath
lolned let no man put asunder:
"Your honor." responded the minister, with convincing gravity, "1 am
julte satisfied that the Almighty never
lolned this couple."
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engagement? Have you returned hie
ring? Amv Why. no! that wouldn t
I,
Of course. I hava
renaonntil.
chHiiHrd my opinion of (leorge, but I
a

udmlre the rln

much sa ever.

tea"

conFine tea brings-ou- t
versation if anything will ; it
compels to a little leisure.

The Dress of Women.
Milk aa a 8ource of Infection.
The old ftrpek had a. nroverb ex
Society of
The
Battle Creek, Mich., gave an Interest-tnt- : pressing their belief that the mother
exhibition recently at the 8anlta-- ' should be strong and vigorous In orMm ill miiiNloii Im hII right In Ita way,
lint there lire time when it h it Id ba
riiim in that city. The state Inspector der that the sons might be brave and
burked up Willi ii shotgun.
if milk, assisted by the local health mighty In battle; accordingly, In the
existed
laws
days
palmiest
Greece,
of
the
of
officer and the superintendent
aoltarlura at Battle Creek, Mich., has which reaulred every woman to en
WET WEATHER COMFORT
been Investigating the condition of gage In the practise of gymnastics and
the dairies that supply milk to the to give minute attention to all the
"I kav seed your riH BRAND
of hygienic laws, not that
people of the city, and the resulta of
licitar tor five part and saa trata
contests
to
stereop-tlc.enter
might
she
able
be
by
Sad
tho investigation, as shown
fully ny that I never aa
deIn
anything give ma to meot on,
views, afforded an object lesson In the arena or to fight battles
fort and tetlifactlon. Inclosed
fense of her country, but that her
that must certainly be effective.
find my ordtr lor another ona."
In all the
American Diamonds.
I'liotographs were taken of the barns sons might be victorious
(mm mo noMa on wvuotneii)
In
aa
well
peace
In
as
have
that
of
life.
conflicts
localities
States
Vnlted
You can defy tht hardest itonti il!h Ttmr'i
anil stables where cows are kept, and
of sons who
lelded diamonds are: Shelby county,
of the barnyards, and pictures of these war. To be the mother
Waterproof Oiled Clothing ind Hats.
envigor
and
strength,
Amador. El Dorado, Butte,
noted
for
Alabama;
were
farm
wt re thrown on the screen. The
Hwarti Worlds Fair. I Ml.
lligbfxt
Tuany
Nevada, Trinity. Del Norte and
cru around Battle Creek are certainly durance was the highest honor
and
Brown
California;
counties,
enjoy.
lare
could
woman
OUR OUARANTII IS BACK Of THIS
U enterprising as those In any other Grecian
counties, Indiana; Uussell
Morgan
SIGN OF THE FISH
Do all mothers think of these things
nectlon of the country, and conditions
county.
Cass
Kentucky;
very
rountv.
TOWER CO. 1$Mut3
bodies
they
A.J.
their
when
treat
there may be taken as a fair average;
Bottom. U.S. A.
Michigan; Clermont county, Ohio;
dough In
j J"K4
of
a
mass
do
as
they
much
disthis
for
coun
yet the dairy Inspector
Roane and t'nlon
Monroe,
lOWC CANADIAN CO.
such
Into
It
molding
bread,
making
,
trict stated that there were but few
ties, Ttnnessee; I'lerce, Dane,
limnwm
the fancy
TORONTO, CH0
Ozankce, Waukesha and Radairies where the conditions were shape as may happen to suit
withfashion,
queen
of
reigning
of
the
A
diamond
strictly sanitary and proper, while
tine coiinti's. Wisconsin.
out considering that the artificial
of
Cass comity, Michigan, weighed
AS THEY ARE TOLD.
there were rnanv which were decided
highest
In
the
tarats, and
ten and st ven eighths
were then shape produced may be
Views
ly the reverse.
decree Incompatible with the physical Native Servants in India Interpret Or- tine of the Waukesha county, Wisshown upon the screen, from photoconsin, 15 v: '.V raiats.
graphs recently taken of dairy barns health and conduce to no small extent
ders Much Tco Literally.
which
feebleness
constitutional
to
the
extremely
and yards, some showing
Native servants In India have the
daughters must
Could Get No Rest.
bad conditions stables full of filth their unborn sons and
generally desirable thought sometimes
W L. Douglas f 4.00 Cllt Edge Line
Minn., Sept. lMh (SpeFreeborn.
and barnyards where cows stood In hereafter endure?
of
the
Chínese,
virtue
Inconvenlint
they
cannot be equalled at any price.
hence
buds;
simply
are
Babies
Fonda of manure water which could
doing exactly as they are told. Tho cial) Mr. R. K. Cioward.-parof
the
not fall to contaminate their drinking must share the character
Judg- - man here is rejoicing In the relief
"
mother trouble Is that they seldom use
P; T
11
obtained
has
from stiffeilng he
water supply. Dirty cows can give ent stock. A
meiit.
.f
a
smelt
daughter
or
son
to
her
Kidney
Tills.
through
using
Dodd's
only dirty milk, and such milk Is un- transmits
Lord Roberts, durlne a campaign in
feebleness
a
kindred
to
predisposition
repeatworth
well
pictures
Is
nee
Other
His experii
fit for human food.
whose liver India, had ordered his man to pre ing,
as It should point the road to
showed proper cooling facilities where of structure. The mother
une
hour,
a
certain
at
pare
bath
his
of
out
carried
so
health to many nnothir in a similar
the milk was ccolr d as soon as It was and siomach are
on
going
was
engagement
If
a
day
fierce
perform their
taken from the cow, arid without con- place that they cannot manner, If the but the servant made his way through, condition.
proper
In
a
functions
"I had an aggravating case of Kidtamination from stable odors, and
to her sons a storm of bullets and appeared at tho ney Trouble," says Mr. Coward, "that
where the cows had clean, light and does not actually transmit
displacement of the commander's tide.
gave ir.e no it st day or night but using
well ventilated stables. I'liotographs and daughters a
"Sahlh," said he, "your bath la a few boxes of Dodd's Kidney Tills put i
stomach and liver, gives to them a
were also shown of various "cultures
.
of this ready."
new life In me and
fiel like a
as affected by diseased milk, as they predisposition to deformities
If I tut
Even a better story comes from an
appeared under the microscope. First, sort.
That a large responsibility rests unknown soldier, who was awakened
"I a:n happy to slate I Pave rer lv-a photograph of a "culture" from pure
their neglect one morning by feeling the servant
great ami wonderful benefit from
milk was thrown on the screen. . It upon women because of
because
showed merely a blank space. Then to care for their bodies, and fashion, of a brother officer pulling at his foot. Dodd's Kidney Tills. I would heartily
EruNUtiol".
"Sahib," whispered the man "sa- recommend all sufren rs from Kidney
samples of the growths In the ordinary of the homage they pay to
.hl'Yá. UTt.
woman who hib, what am I to do? My master Trouble to give Dodd's Kidney Tills a
tS
Alfil
u
milk were exhibited, and all manner cannot be doubted. The
j
nnii.,
uiirra
to
mnor urx a o a1 BunrM fTUAM
starts out In good earnest to lenrn
told mo to wake him at half past 6, fair trial as I have every reason to
of germ colonies were revealed tydeAMY 01HER MAHUFAOTUHLR.
phoid, diphtheria,
tuberculosis and live one hundred years, and who
believe It would never be regretted."
but he did not go to bed till 7."
ho
1 n n nn rwaro to mron
daughters
Dodd's Kidney Tills make you ful
It Is safe to say that few sires that her sons and
Others.
t)IUUUU diierol thll Itttimint.
unlaudable
a
In
such
her
follow
shall
woman
.
because
- - .
like a new man or
who saw the exhibition will hence" 1.. i"iuia
,
Whittier'a Good Wishes.
rln
give this matccllrnt tylf. eaiv lilting-- and ourtrliir
Kidneys. Cured kidcure
they
the
forth use milk without knowing defi- dertaking, will certainly
qualities, achlctfd tlir Uracil aic olany fJ.SO
A young woman once eat at n, neys mean pure blood and pure blood
-worm, mt, p,nuc
nitely the conditions under which It ter the careful consideration which
with boarding bouse table beside a re- means bounding health and energy In thme inthatiiiccot vou $8.0(1 to Í7.00 Iha only
stand
to
her
take
will
lead
her
was produced.
yon
"price.
I
Into
could
II
takt
dll.crc iwa la the
country toy every pan of t lie body.
of other Intelligent women served atvl awkward
my la.tnrv at Brockton, Mat"., th large! In
No human being could live where thousands
nirn'a Una
int world' under ona rool iraUriwhich
who have declared their emancipation whom she delighted to tease. Wlron
tvery
the majority of cows are stabled
ilinen, and show vou tha carawlih
In
fashion
of
her
to
write
him
asked
she
tyrannous
fetters
left
the
she
Ticket Color Scheme.
ralr ol IfcJUglm trines M mude, you would raallra
fevers from
without speedily contracting
o
beot
ara
poem
tha
which
Inalienable
The
why W. U
$.V0 ihoct
autograph album.
and who believe It their
and consumption; and Investigations right to accept what civilization ha.4 John (!. Whlttier wroto there, and
On tlie stale railways In d rmany
hie produce I In tha w orld.
tha
between
It I coulJ ohow vou tht dllfrrence
have shown that cows are no less suspublished for. tho tht- colors of the carriages are the
hoet ma Ic In mv lactory and thot ol other
the
been
them
long
Just
has
which
denied
so
we
milk,
respidlve
'same
of
their
us the tickets
ceptible. In this one Item of
m.kr, you would understand why Dowvla
to
to breathe and move without first time, stands na a warring
carriages am Í I.M)hiccnt mora to matx", why thev hold
classes; thus
have, the source of a vast deal of tu- freedom
who
she
that
young
ladles
their hap, lit better, wear longer, and ar ol
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Credits Doan's Kidney Pills' with a Tha Curiously Contrived Ending of
In there days of frenzied advertisGratifying Curt.
ing, It Is hard for all of us to tell the
8hakspeare's Heroine.
Hon. Charlea A. Towne,
.
8.
The tragic death of Desdeniona, ac- real thing, and It naturally follows
Senator from Minnesota, brilliant or- cording (o the Paris Menestrel, which that the safest way Is to pin our
ator, clever business man, brainy law- has recently completed some Interest- faith to those articles and products
yer, bcse national prominence made ing researches among the archives of which are backed and guaranteed by
him a formidable candidate for the the Querlnl family, of
the oldest and most reliable concerns.
which
presidential
The Plllsbury Company of Minnenomination
In
1904,
Othello was a member, really
writes us the following:
apolis, with a world wid.. reputation
occurred In Crete In the year 1323.
quality, guaiai1 es to you
Gentlemen: I
Desdeniona, whose name signifies for BEST
In buying their Ideal breakfast
am glad to enthat
"damsel of the house of demons," met
Meal of
dorse Doin'i her death, according to this new ver- food. "Plllsbury's VITOS-t- ho
you actually purchase a
Kidney PlJIa. sion In a singular
the
Wheat."
manner.
product which Is free from impurities,
The remedy
Othello
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his valet with and nt the same time a most economichained
was recommended to me a the carrying out of his revenge. The cal food. It Is truly tlie white heart of
few months ago valet accordingly took up a position the wheat kernel, sterilized, no'hlng
to Dcsdcniuna's
apartment, added, nothing taken away; no flavorwhen 1 was close
where
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groaning
and shuf- ing, no cooking, and a two pound pnek-ag- e
started
feeling miserafling with his feet.
will make you twelve pounds of
ble; had severe
Othello thereupon requested his delicious white food.
Figure the
pains In the wife
to rise and discover the cause economy of this.
back; was restIf yet arc looking for the best, nnd
less and lan of the noise.
As she crossed the threshold a are willing to accept the statements
guid; had a dull headache and neuralgic pains In the limbs and was sackful of grass was flung at her of the largest nnd most respected of
otherwise distressed. A few boxes ol head. She fell to the ground, and firms, whe products are the yardthe fills effectually routed my ailment was then assailed with a succession stick by which all competitors meassacks, being ure their lines, you will not hesitate.
and I am glad to acknowledge the of similar grass-fillefinally smoihered under the falling
for "I'llls-hnry'- s
Ask your grocer
benefit 1 derived.
celling and masonry of the walls,
VITOS-t- ho
Meat of the
(Slftned) CHARLES A. TOWNE.
Fcsttr-MllburCo.. Buffalo. N. Y. which had been specially loosened at Wheat."
t
Put up only In two pound
For sale by all dealers. Price, 60 Othello's ord?rs.
packages.
cents per box.
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Some Simple Rules Laid Down by give away."
New York Phyaicn.
REVEDIES USED BY MILLIONS
A famous New York physician, now
hale and handsome at 73, sums up his
Truth About the Popular "Proprietary
half a century of medical practice and
A trifle of tea in a dainty
Medicines."
observation la these simple rules of
The recent campaign against the
health: Be temperate In all things, j cup has in it a world of rest
use if proprietary medicines, conductIn matters of amusement or study as
ed In the columns of The Ladles'
what is the
well as In regard to foods and drinks. or of stimulant
Home Journal and Collier's Weekly,
To he temperate in all things, howhas exeked an answer from the Comever, does not Imply that one must be time o'day?
mit:
cn Legislation of the Propriea prohibitionist about anything. Don't
tary Association. The committee says; be
ll H a
"lien a gin mis piviiy
afraid to go to sleep, for sleep Is
nee liuvn.
"In considering the question raised
the best restorer of wasted energies, sign "lie will let
by rcnt attacks upon proprietary
sleep a certain number of hours every
Hare Is Relief for Woman.
medicines, every reasonable man will night and then
remember that a short . Mother Gray, a nurso in New Vorlf, dl- admit that there is a wide and legitínap during the day is a safe rejuve-nato- r covered a pleasant herb remedy for women's
Ills, called AUSTltAL.lAN-L.KAf1male fold for the manufacture and
It is tho
than a cocktail. Don't worry only
certain monthly nvulatnr. Cures
s.ile if medicines already prepared
either about the past or the future. female weaknesses, lluckucliu, Kidney and
for ftfneral use and easily obtainable To waste a single
hour In the regret- Urinary troubles. At sil Inti?irlst ir by
at all times and everywhere. . . . ful past Is as
mail Wet J. Sample mailed PKKK. Address.
as to send The
senseless
Kotuor Gray Co--, LeKoy, N. V.
As a matter of fact these medicines good money
Is Irafter
that
which
are rot patented at all, and the popu- revocably lost.
Pittsburg Dispatch.
Convince a man iiii.ilnwt Ms will and
lar use of the word 'patent' In connecyon II have lo mm lin e him oer again
tion with them Is a misnomer. Ary
row.
pharmacist will tell you that practiSense of Traffic.
cally the only 'patent' medicines In
Every housekeeper should know
Every town dweller, says the Lanuse
are those which are manucet, should cultivate his "sense of traf- that If they will buy Defiance Cold
factured either by foreign or domestic fic." At first this means thnt he will Water 8tarch for laundry use tbey
will save not only time, because It
pharmaceutical houses, and which are tike every step In a crowded
never sticks to the Iron, but becauso
low almost exclusively dispensed by
a
with
reasoned
conscious
. U ... I. '
I
fill rtllr (..-I...
,ni,D n
uy lunu
m ness. He will never think of his busi- each package contains 1G or one full
ui
their i n script Ions.
ness or his pleasure while he Is In pound while all other Cold Water
"The medicines which are now the the street, but only of the way In Starches are put up In
pound pack-- I
suljict of wholesale attack by Mr. vhlih he is going, of what is before ages, and the prlco Is the same, 10
Lok and Editor Hapgood are the
film, of what Is on either sido of him, cents, Then again because Defiance
family remedies properly und of what he is leaving behind htm. Starch Is free from all Injurious chemdesrrilcj as 'proprietary medicines." At every crossing ho will settlo hit icals. If your grocer tries to sell von
package It Is because he has
They are the favorite remedies amoug course, so to speak, and look out foi a .
millions of people all over the coun- dangers from every point of the com a stocK on nana wnicu be wishes to
try: and, notwithstanding the con- pass. After very few weeks of this dispose of before he puts In Defiance,
lie knows that Defiance Starch has
stant tffort of some physlclaca to cre- careful
he will develor.
ate rrtjudlce against them, no one the "sense of tramo." Without know- printed on every package In large letever yet heard of any of the millions ing it, he will see and hear and real ters tnd figures "16 07.s." Demand Defiance and save much time and money
of usrrs cf such remedies asking for
all that moves about him. Street
and the annoyance of tho Irou sticklegislation or other action adverse to le
accidents occur to those who have no ing. Defiance never sticks.
them."
"sense of traffic."
Aho. ii the Inir.leHt crop Id rale on a
"De li, nn dat thinks he knows It all,"
farm lit the .Ml. lien.
said I'ncle Eben, "ginerally turns out
Lost Pigmies.
to be (i victim of misplaced
Smoker find Uvl' Sinifle Binder"
A problem which perplexed the last
trjiitfht fc- eigur better quality than
generation was the lung extinct pig- Wo brands. Iwi1
Factory. I'eoiiu. Ill
al y race which centuries
ago
n
mulle at evarvlhlng vmi muInhabited the Tennessee ña IfIf llgirlwan
clever. Unit' II,.- nine tli
Legends
Insuspect
among
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aha
thlnk yon nr.. a f.i.il.
the
You can have good tea Í dians told of such a tribe of
dwarfs,
you want it, wherever you Aho were supposed to be of more
than the red men. But
"hese legends were very hazy. A buryare.
This is a better country
ing ground, however, actually
was
Tur rr-- r nturat jrotir money It you d io'l Ilk
discovered In the eany part of the
p billing'! BmI.
because we are in it tea
'ast century In which all of the gkelc-"onwire of pigmy proportions. Some
country.
S.nie min murryfmuiiey, nnd Incidentally tukl H Wile 114 u Hull llf I..V- - )f them were carried away to cole!;iry
And that isn't all.
lege museums. But as far as known
no scientific Inquiry has ever been dl
Ask Your Dealer for Allen's Foot-Ea- t
Writ l.ir our Knowl,!, Bog,, 4, scUIUes
A ponder. It rests tho foet. Cures Swollon, reeled to this question.
Companj.Sui InnrlKo.
Bore, Hot, Callous, Aching, Sweating Feet
and Ingrowing Nails, At all Driuririts and
Men who Mpi,. lliel,- ,,,,e
Shoe stores, 25 cents Accept no aubatltute.
k K
Dawes Could Thin Them Out.
never open any tlimi.
Sample mailed F1LKK. Address, Allen a
The Hon. H. L. Dawes In his young
Olmsted, Lelloy, U. Y.
manhood was an Indifferent speaker.
t
When A woman tells yon a
and Participating In a law case, soon after
r. nun. iix yutl nbnut repeating ll, lie Just his admission to the bar,
before a
c.llltlOIIS qh alie
North Adams justice of the peace,
r;oCure for Conumpuoi Nan infallible Dawes was opposed by an older atfor couubs and colilv- N. V. Saiidso,
torney whose eloquence attracted a
Ocean (Jrove. N. J . Feb. 17. lx).
large crowd that packed the court- U getting beautiful and harmoulous tints
on your walls with
Ttirre is a lot of responsibility In room.
nuikiiiK your family think what u lot
The Justice was freely perspiring,
r it yuu liave In your ftimlly.
and. drawing off his coat In the midst
When Your Grocer Says
jf the lawyer's eloquent ac'dress, he
he dors not have Defiance Starch, you said:
may be sure he Is afraid to keep u un"Mr. Attorney, supposing you sit
Write for sample card of handsome
til his stork of 12 os. packages are
down and let Da .es begin t speak. I tints. Tell us Just what work you bare to
old Defiance Starch Is not only better than any other Cold Water Htarch. want to thin out this crowd.' Boston do, asdseehow we can help you In gcttlnj
hut rnntalna 16 ot. to the package and Herald.
beautiful effects. Alabastlne Is not a
slls tor same money as 11 os. brands.
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The First Umbrellas.
An umbrella is a "little shtde"
In 1611 defined an "imbrella"
as "a (fashion of) round aid broad
fanne, wherewith the Indliai (and
from tbem our great ores) preserve
themselves from the best ot a scorching sunne."
To Ben Johnnon and
Beaumont and Fletcher, likewise, the
'umbrella" was a sunshade. According to Florlo (1598) an umbrella was
'a little round thing that women bare
in their hands to shadow
also,
a broadbrlmd bat to keep off heat and
rayne; also, a kind of round Ihlng like
a round akreene that gentlenta use in
Italy In time of aommer."
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feel the sumo.

TEA
The indulgence in tea is
so very slight, that the
pleasure escapes attent'on,
unless one waits a bit.
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breeding hot or cold water glue
,
not a covering stock on with paste
like wall paper, but a natural cement
rock base coating. Anyone can apply
It. Mix with cold water. Alabastloe does
not rub or scale. Destroys disease germs
No washing of walls after
and vermin.
once applied. Buy only la packages prop,
erly labeled. "Jllnls on Decorating" and
pretty wall and celling design free.
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Miscellaneous.
True love is too polite to look At the
clock..
Girls are true friends only when they
ery together in sympathy.
It Isn't difficult to pose as a financier
if you have plenty of mouey.
Happy Is the man who marries a
woman with both dollars and sense.
Don't believe the man who says he
don't care what his neighbors say.
If there is anything in a man prosperity will bring it out, and adversity

a task and knew
shou'd begin it;
not start to put it through
? "just a minute."
ugh the rase demanded peed,
id not move juat then; but he'd
!y for it -- yea, indeed
"juat a minute "
nee faced
1

i

rposes were out of rhyme
"just a minute."
hole world seemed ahead of time

iva

o

"just a minute."
jld not learn to overhaul
my duties large and sniull
tide them wait, both one and all,
or "just a minute."

will knock

(tout.

The homely girl with one beau usually

gets married sooner than the pretty
girl who has a dozen on the string.

A

William applied at a farm
house for the loan of some clothing.
"Madam," said the tourist with dig
nity, "it is no ordinary tramp that
stands before you, but a gentleman
who is the victim of his own generosity.
I had an abundance of clothes, but
when I called at the house up the road
to pay my respects, a poor, hungry
dog, who had an appetite for clothes,
came out and look at me so appealing-l- y
that I waa touched, nd before I
left I fed the famished animal on the
skirt of my coat and the bosom of my
pants. He didn't seem to be entirely
salified and if you will loan me another
coat and a pair of pantaloons I'll leave
the remnants of these I have on and
you can send them over to the dog so
that he can hwe a full meal. My generosity, madam, is the only thing that
has kept me from being a millionaire."
A weary

he was still delayed
A woman who married a poor man
y "juHt a minute."
íht have won, had fortune stayed for love never forgives her pretty
daughter if Bhe goes and does likewise.
or "just a minute."
t the end of life he railed
Somehow, when every woman catches
H'l fate, and wept and wailed,
sight of herself and husband in a mirse he knew that he had failed
An enterprising but nevertheless
ror, Bhe Is reminded of a story she once
y "just a minute.
kindly
and charitably disposed saloon
read years ago called "Beauty and the
in Kansas City during the rekeeper
Beast."
After Lea't Surrendrr.
cent cold snap in that city fed and
rt
"Reflections and Letters of
wormed over 600 unfortunates who
A Chicago Alderman.
E. Lee," Captain R. E. Lee
were mostly of the hobo class. An exi'8 his father's return to e Owes his election to Chamberlain's change remarks that charitable and
after the surrender of Appo-x-. Cough Remedy. "I can heartily and religious organizations could have apconscientiously recommend, Chamber-luin'- s
lie Hays:
propriately done similarly and secured
cough remedy for affections of the
diiy o. two after the surrender
leverage for accomplishing mueh good
ral Lee started for Richmond, throat and lungs," says Hon. John
in getting some of the men to have
210 So. Peoria St., Chicago.
Traveler, who had carried him
taken higher aims in life.
II all through the war.
lie was "Two years ago during a political
tpunied by some of his staff. On campaign, I caught cold after being
ay he stopped at the house of bin overheated, which irritated my throat
t brother, Charles Carter Lee, and I was finally compelled to stop, as
lived on the upper James, in Pow-- i I could not speak aloud. In my excounty. lie spent the evening tremity a friend advised me to use
king with his brother, but when Chamberlain's Cough Remedy. I took
One of the greatest American millumuirra
ne came, though begged by his two doses that afternoon and could mn once iwud to hinphjmician, "A million dol.
I
when
believe
found
my
the
senses
lar, Doctor, for a new stomach, and tlirn
I
to take the room and bed prepared
the sick man groaned and turned nwiiy.
had
morning
next
inflammation
the
J
m, he insisted on going to his old
Oil of a man' greatest plcaiturrs is tluit
appetite, vigorous diRvMum
pitched by the roadHÍde, and pass-- i largely subsided. I took several doses bom of a keendinner,
and th in belong to
and a Rood
e night in the quarters, that he that day, kept right on talking through
many a Rood fellow who in living nn mmrII
medici-icin- e
wage., but the rich man without a stom.ich
v i accustomed to. On April 15 he the campaign, and I thank his
the good thing, of the tulile
has to fort-gI
Counin
won
seat
the
my
that
people
Richmond.
there
The
ed in
ji
becauiie bin stomach rein la. Without a
healthy atomach and a good digestion, unr
recognized him. Men, women and cil."
t
blood i thin, watery and poor, our henrt
ren crowded around him, cheering A Safe Cough Medicine for Children.
action is weak, our liver does not do ita
i
It In buying a cough medicine for chil- duty, and man ta miserable and unhappy.
a?; waving huts and handkerchiefs.
In tins condition man ia prey to the germa
v,
more like the welcome to a Con- dren never be afraid to buy Chamberof iiitlnctini. consumption, malaria and all
or than to a defeated prisoner on lain's Cough Remedy. There is no dan- the ilia that he ia heir to, ConBnmpticm
Tole. He raised his hat in response ger from it and relief is always sure to can be treated by natural methoda which
arc aa cloe to nature aa possible.
) their
greeting and rode quietly to follow. It is especially valuable for
Dr. R. V. Pierce, chief consulting physician of the Invalids' Hotel and Surgical
home on Franklin street, where co!d., croup and whooping cough.
Institute, at Múflalo, N. Y., years ago
t a an Y If il lulu
3, it mittViuN anI
ututtfrt
thia diiteat, and after a long peChampion Liniment for Rheumatism.
riod of experiment discovered certain null
H
ailing mm. i nus ne reiurnea 10 inai
Chas. Drake, a mail carrier at
and heiba which were nature's remedien,
t r ate family life for which he had áland aucceeded in putting them up in a
says:
Conn.,
"Chamberlain's
al-'
what he
form that would be easily procari-- and
w
s longed and
Halm is th champion of all liniPain
ready to ue. This he called Dr. Pierce's
v.: ;ys desired to be a peaceful citizen
It gives no
I was troubled a Golden Medical Dicovery.
year
past
The
ments.
r in
ful land."
false stimulation because it contain no
shouldeal
in
my
with
rheumatism
great
alcohol and no narcotic. It help digr.
der. After trying several cures the tiou and the assimilation of such elements
For an Impaired Appetite.
in the food aa are required for the blood.
storekeeper here recommended this remInstead of a cod liver oil, against which
of appetite always results from
!ss
already aenaitive stomacl will declare
edy
the
completely
cured
and
it
me."
' ilty digestion.
All that is needed is
rebellion, this tonic baa a pacifying
is no use ot anyone suffering open
There
action upon the aensitive atomach artel
i'ew doses of Chamberlain's Stomach
from that painful ai'ment when this gives to the blood the food elementa the
1 Liver Taiilets. 'lh y will invigorate
liniment can be obtained for a small tissues require. It maintains the patient's
by enabling him to eat, retain,
1 stomach,
btreni'.hdii the digestion sum. One application gives prompt re- nutrition
di,:t.-- t
and assimilate nutritious food. It
continued
lief
for
short
wolf.
use
a
and
its
like
a
you
an
give
appetite
4
overcomes gastric irritability and symptoms of indigestion, and in this way fever,
TheHe Tablets also act as a gentle time will produce a permanent cure.
night sweats, headaches, etc., are done
iutive.
away with. It fortifies the body agaiuat
Cham-rlain- 's
Some
worry
because
they
people
are
take
is
bilious
attack
If it a
the germa of consumption, grip and maand t builds up the tissues and puta
Stomach and Liver Tablets and unable to find out things that would laria,
on healthy flesh.
worry them still more.
quick cure is certain.
When the druggist says he baa something that is "just as good "as Dr. Pierce's
i. hood
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Household Good s
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CO.

Our Heavy Stock Consists in Part of

,
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Furniture, Ranges, Stoves, Stove

Furniture,

Queensware, Glassware, Folding'

Beds, Iron

Beds, Springs and Mattresses, etc. etc.
3 Cnn'
ea

I

Bicycle

Pistols,

Shelf Hardware,
Stains, Varnishes,
and

RepaiTS.
Enamels.
BARGAINS IN 2nd HAND GOODS
Carirld...
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.

as

,P

UOCERY STORE.
;
&
PABLO RIBERA, Prop.

CALIFORNIA
RESTAURANT
LOUIE,

I have just moved into
old "Lodging House"

Golden Medical Discovery, he saya so because he hopes to make a better profit,
but his own mixtures have not stood the
test of long experience nor had the auccesa
that Dr. Pierce's medicines have bad.

Proprietor.
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the
op-

All clean and newly furnished.

posite the Deming Rank,
Corner Pine St. and Silver
Avenue.
Every kind of staple and
fancy groceries on hand.

3:

The best In the market
is not too good for our
patrons. Give him a

trial.

'

"SANTA
FE"

A. V. READE

C

Horse brands the same

Company
56e Only Road
7 DEMING
7

Running through Slwping Care lioth Firnt Clusi ami tourist, from

EASTmTWEST
No Chang'e

Three
Trains

?f
Cars

Daily
Trains leave Deming aa follows:

No. 44. Golden
Louis and Chicago,

Hing' Lee.

(Local Time)

.

No. 8.

Mahoney Bldg. Silver

Avenue,

Doming,

N. M.

Bout roadbed and equipment

for Denver, Kansas City,

St.

West Bound

facil-

ities.
Absolutely (rood service;
Quick anu comfortable.
Finettt and best service to all points
North and East.
Makes pood connections at Kansas
City Chicago and for all other
large eastern cities.
Meals served at our handsome Harvey Hotels and are under the
munflirement of the noted
FRED HARVEY

State Limited
11:27 a. u.

SunHet Express, for New Orleans, New York, Chicago,
St. Louis, Cincinnati, Washington and all points East
o.w p. m.
Chicago Express, for all points north and east, 3:29 p. m.

No. 10.

Fine new stock of staple
and fancy groceries, also
best candies etc.
CHINESE and JAPAN-ES- E
fancy articles at lowest prices.
1

Y7

East Bound

Give us a Call.
Dealer in live stock, Ojo Caliente
.anch. Janos, Chihuahua, Mexico.

Pacific

To all Points

u.

Chicago Express, for all points west, 8:54 a. m.
Express, for Los Angeles, San Diego, San Francisco, Portland and all Pacific Coast points. 12:18 p. m.
No. 43. Golden State Limited for
Angeles, Hakersfleld,
Sacramento, and all San Joaquin Valley Points, 6:30 P. M.

No. 7.
No.

nset

Is

Dining Car Service on
All Trains
(meals served a la carte)

RACKET STORE.

If you are goinjr East try the Sunset Roate, the most pleasant

m

anu picturesque route, the only line with Dining Car service all the
way. Lowest altitudes oi any transcontinental line.

We carry a complete line of Racket Store good3
and our prices are right, as we sell for cash only.

's

j
J

ii
w

We offer all our winter goods at a big discount, you
can find some bargains in men's underwear, over
anA owsntpr9 nlsn larlip.q Mppca
lined unrlprwpnr.
cViira
"
"
"
Ollil
ItllU w " w v w. w,
and
good
children's
men,
women
shoes.
line of
We also carry a
You ca i save money by giving us your cash trade.
X.

"

"

....

LEE SHIPP.
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The Southern Taciflc also operate a line of superbly appointed

teamen between New Orleans and New York. The "Comus"
and "Protens" of 5,000 tons capacity each, leave New Orleans for

i

New York every. Wednesday at 12 o'clock noon. Thia makes a
delightful trip, try it. Rates include berth and meals.
Comfortable

Day

Coaches

SPG

and

Free Chair Cars; Pullman Palace and

Tourist Sleepers: The Uest Dining
Service in the World.
For other details and full information write or call
Wf R. BROWN, D. F. & P. A.
F.1 Pmo.
Texas.
.A CREAMER Agt, Deming, N. M.

....
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The Banli of Deming'
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She-nic-

SUNSET HOTEL

Saloon

Gen-'.obe-

e

iriViViViilriS

For full information In regard to rates, routes, sleeping
car reservations, write or applyto.
C. M.
D. F.

8

EurKhalter.
P. Ajeat, Tacion Ariz.

C

B. Eosworth.
Agent, Demin,
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